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Editorial on the Research Topic

Update on the Endocrinology of Myocardial Aging/Heart Failure

Cardiovascular diseases (CVDs), including cardiomyopathy, heart failure, hypertension, and
atherosclerosis, have become the leading cause of death worldwide (1). The continuous increase
in CVDs is partially due to the increased number of aging populations. Aging, now considered
as a core and independent risk factor for the development of CVDs, is characterized by gradually
declined physiological function, disturbed repair mechanisms, senescence, and eventually death.
In aged and pathological myocardial tissues, maladaptation of cellular metabolism, dysfunction (or
senescence) of cardiomyocytes, decrease in angiogenesis, and increase in tissue scarring (fibrosis)
are observed (2–4). Senescent cardiomyocytes exhibit the hallmarks of DNA damage, endoplasmic
reticulum (ER) stress, mitochondria dysfunction, contractile dysfunction, hypertrophic growth,
and senescence-associated secreting phenotype (SASP), all of which finally contribute to cardiac
aging, dysfunction, and failure (4). Heart failure is defined as the inability of the heart to supply the
peripheral tissues with the required amount of blood and oxygen to meet their metabolic demands,
which leads to symptoms like dyspnea or fatigue and signs including elevated jugular venous
pressure, tachycardia, or peripheral edema (5). Heart failure is mostly caused by an underlying
myocardial disease; however, valve diseases, endocardial or pericardial abnormalities, disorders in
the heart rate/rhythm, and aging may also result in cardiac malfunction (6).

The endocrine system is a complex network system that regulates virtually all biological
processes, including development, growth, reproduction, metabolism, and responses to stressors
(7, 8). Aging leads to significant alterations in the endocrine system, but on the other hand,
imbalances in the endocrine system also affect the aging process (7–9). For instance, the secretory
patterns of hormones produced by the hypothalamic-pituitary axis as well as the sensitivity to
hormones by their target organs are altered in the elderly population. Conversely, imbalances in
the production of hormones or alterations in their negative feedback loops have been shown to
accelerate the aging process by causing disturbances in metabolism, cardiovascular function, and
cognition (7, 8).

The Research Topic covers the themes of sepsis, aging, heart failure, cardiac metabolism,
and diabetes. Di et al. found that melatonin significantly increased the survival rate after
lipopolysaccharide (LPS)-induced shock. In the sepsis model, melatonin markedly ameliorated
myocardial dysfunction by decreasing the release of inflammatory cytokines, activating AMP-
activated protein kinase (AMPK) and autophagy, and improving mitochondrial function.
Furthermore, they confirmed that AMPK inhibition down-regulated autophagy and abolished
the protection of melatonin. Notably, autophagy inhibition by 3-Methyladenine (3-MA) also
significantly impaired the protective effects of melatonin, whereas autophagy activation by
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Rapamycin reversed LPS+Compound C-induced myocardial
injury. Besides, in vitro studies further confirmed the protection
of melatonin against LPS-induced myocardial injury and the
mechanisms involving AMPK-mediated autophagy signaling
(Di et al.). Bruno et al. investigated 84 patients diagnosed
with heart failure with preserved ejection fraction (HFpEF)
and revealed a high prevalence of anabolic deficiencies in
HFpEF. As indicated in their research, dehydroepiandrosterone-
sulfate seems to influence antioxidant levels; insulin-like
growth factor-1 deficiency was associated with alterations in
parameters of myocardial structure and dysfunction. These
data suggest a role of anabolic hormones in the complex
pathophysiological mechanisms of HFpEF, which represents the
basis for longitudinal studies and investigations on possible
benefits of replacement therapy (Bruno et al.).

In addition, Barrientos et al. concluded that testosterone-
related metabolic signaling and gene expression might constitute
a relevant therapeutic target for preventing or treating age-
and gender-related cardiometabolic diseases in men. They also
thoroughly discussed how cardiac metabolism is regulated by
androgen levels in aging men (Barrientos et al.). Tang et al. first
summarized the hallmarks of the senescence of cardiomyocytes.
Then, they discussed the metabolic switch within senescent
cardiomyocytes and the cellular communications between
dysfunctional cardiomyocytes and non-myocytes in local
microenvironment. Moreover, they also addressed the function
of metabolic regulators within non-myocytes in modulating
myocardial microenvironment (Tang et al.). Hu et al. investigated
the association of circulating fibroblast growth factor 19 (FGF19)
levels with the development of subclinical atherosclerosis
(subAS) in patients with type 2 diabetes (T2D) in a 3-year
prospective study and found serum FGF19 levels were positively
correlated with carotid intima-media thickness (IMT) and iliac
IMT in men. In this 3-year follow-up, 25 out of 153 patients

developed subAS, and FGF19 levels in men were higher in the
subAS group than in the non-subAS group. Alongside with
more detailed data, serum FGF19 levels could help to predict
the development of atherosclerosis in men with T2D (Hu
et al.). Cruz-Topete et al. summarized the positive and negative
effects of glucocorticoids on the heart and provided the latest
molecular and physiological evidence on how alterations in
glucocorticoid signaling lead to changes in cardiac structure
and function. They also briefly discussed the effects of other
hormone systems such as estrogens and growth hormone/insulin
growth factor-1(GH/IGF-1) on the cardiovascular system during
aging. They will also reviewed the link between imbalances in
glucocorticoid levels and the molecular processes responsible for
promoting cardiomyocyte dysfunction in aging. Additionally,
they discussed the potential for selectively manipulating
glucocorticoid signaling in cardiomyocytes, which may represent
an improved therapeutic approach for preventing and treating
age-related heart disease (Cruz-Topete et al.).

The Research Topic highlights some of the recent findings of
sepsis, aging, heart failure, cardiac metabolism, diabetes. I would
like to thank all the authors and reviewers for their contribution
and discussion to put together this excellent topic that may
inspire further interest in this exciting new field.
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